This new edition of Nature of Biology Book 2, Teacher Resource Manual is part of a revised teaching package to support the teaching of VCE Biology Units 3 & 2 for the 2006–09 Study Design offering quick and easy reference for teachers in planning their activities. It accompanies the third editions of Nature of Biology 2 and Nature of Biology Book 2, Activity Manual. Features * Provides response to the Chapter Review questions and the Biochallenge feature in the textbook * Includes Test Your Understanding worksheets from the activity manual with answers in place to facilitate quick cross-checking of student work * Acts as forward planner for activities, helping teachers to organise material and identify needed resources * Outlines necessary background information, including cross-references to the textbook and activity manual * Defines the student focus for activities * Directs teachers to further reading/support material * Links activities with learning outcomes of the Study Design.
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